With COVID-19 shifting CALIBRE and other global organizations to work remotely, leaders need to be sure their people are connected and productive.

The demand on your VPN availability has increased drastically which means a new set of Data Security challenges from ensuring users are protected while remote to ensuring service availability for critical remote service applications.

CALIBRE leverages Splunk to understand these same questions:

■ Is our remote workforce connected?
■ Are they able to stay productive and run the business?
■ Are they engaging with each other?

REMOTE WORK INSIGHTS

Remote Work Insights is a program that:

■ Understands and quantifies your business challenges
■ Identifies key use cases relevant to your business
■ Curates Splunkbase apps and add-ons needed to satisfy the selected use cases

Remote Access VPN Monitoring
With an increasing number of remote workers, organizations are experiencing increasing performance demands. Remote access VPN monitoring enables users to better monitor, secure and troubleshoot their work environments with insights ranging from performance issues to application usage.

Remote Access: Collaboration Monitoring with Microsoft 365
Maintain employee productivity and consistent service delivery against committed SLAs must be able to monitor service performance, investigate incidents and correlate that data to cloud service data.

Remote Work Insights makes this easy with Microsoft 365 collaboration monitoring.